ROCK CAMP
DETROIT, MICHIGAN - 2014
JUNE 16-19
WEEKDAY CAMP MON-THUR [1:00-5:00 P.M.]
JUNE 20
DRESS REHEARSAL (2:00-3:00 P.M.) AT MSU CMS
JUNE 20
FINAL PERFORMANCE (7:00 P.M.) AT THE MAGIC STICK
(all ages, family friendly event, $5 tickets) themajesticdetroit.com

TEEN MUSICIANS from local middle and high schools will join a band, learn the ins and outs of the rock music biz, and prepare for a final concert with The Outer Vibe at The Magic Stick in downtown Detroit.

Students (ages 12-18) with some experience at guitar, bass, drum set, piano, brass, or singing are welcome.

At camp, students will form and work in their own bands based on musical interest and skill level. They will learn songs in preparation for an end-of-camp rock concert on Friday, June 20 at The Magic Stick and participate in workshops such as songwriting, marketing, promotion, sound, and more!

Students who play other instruments or have limited experience should consult with the Community Music School.

TO REGISTER or to learn more, call: CMS Detroit at (313) 578-9716, email: cmsd@msu.edu or visit: cms.msu.edu/detroit or theoutervibe.com/rockcamp

COST $200

TAUGHT BY
THE OUTER VIBE

MICHIGAN STATE UNIVERSITY
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OUTER VIBE